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Electron transport within solid targets, irradiated by a high-intensity short-pulse laser, has been measured by
imaging Ka radiation from high-Z layers(Cu, Ti) buried in low-Z (CH, Al) foils. Although the laser spot is
,10 mm [full width at half maximum(FWHM)], the electron beam spreads toù70 mm FWHM within
,20 mm of penetration into an Al target then, at depths.100 mm, diverges with a 40° spreading angle. Monte
Carlo and analytic models are compared to our data. We find that a Monte Carlo model with a heuristic model
for the electron injection gives a reasonable fit with our data.
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Fast ignition(FI) [1] has significant advantages over cen-
tral hot spot fusion[2]. It uses a picosecond class laser pulse,
converted at or near the critical density to relativistic elec-
trons to ignite compressed deuterium-tritium fuel.(FI might
also be achieved using the electrons to create an energetic
focused proton beam[3].) The efficiency of conversion of
intense laser light to fast electrons and of their subsequent
transport through the steep density gradients of the target,
and the volume of the resulting ignition hot spot determine
the laser energy requirements of the ignitor. Previous studies
have shown that the conversion of optical-energy to high-
energy electrons occurs at the 20–30% level[4], but the
efficiency of transport from the critical densitys,3
310−3 g/cm3d to a (separately) assembled,300 g/cm3

compressed core is uncertain. A recent study of short-pulse
heating of an imploded CD(carbon-deuterium) plasma[5]
has suggested however that.20% coupling from the laser to
an imploded plasma similar in size to the required ignition
hot spot can be achieved.

To date, modeling[be it three-dimensional(3D) particle
in cell (PIC) or hybrid PIC/fluid] is not adequate to predict
the transport efficiency in FI. The electron beam has been
predicted to filament through a Weibel-like mechanism on a
submicron scale with strong collisionless loss of energy due
to coalescence of the filaments[6], and scattering of return
current electrons[7]. Globally the transport may be confined
to a constant diameter by self-induced magnetic fields, and
retarded by Ohmic electric fields[8,9].

Earlier experimental work has reported varying evidence
on the angular distribution of energy transport for laser-

irradiated solid targets. Work in the 1980’s with CO2 laser
first reached the relativistic regimesIl2.1018 W/cm2d with
much longer pulsesst,1 nsd, and showed hot electrons
driven by the laser beam spreading radially at,109 cm/s,
covering millimeter wide areas of the target[10]. Experi-
ments using picosecond-pulse lasers have shown some
highly collimated transport features. Tatarakiset al. [11] ob-
served a,10 mm wide plasma jet exiting the back of a
140 mm thick target, in line with the laser axis. Gremilletet
al. and Borghesiet al. [12] measured propagation inside a
transparent dielectric of electrons generated in an aluminum
coating. A small amount of ionizing energy(,0.01 J from a
10 J laser pulse[13]) was seen to propagate at,c in very
thin, straight filaments in front of a hemispherical cloud ex-
panding at,c/2. Imaging emission of visible light from the
rear surface of Al targets which was either optical transition
radiation [14] or Planckian thermal emission[5] showed
transport cone angles of 34° and 20° –30°, respectively.

Our experiments characterize the energy transport within
a dense plasma using aKa fluorescence layer. Penumbral
imaging of Ka fluorescence was used to measure theKa

source size both in a pure fluor target by Ederet al. [15], and
from buried fluor layers in a low-Z matrix, by Whartonet al.
[4]. Koch et al. [16] imaged thermal x-rays from buried Al
and Au layers and showed rapid expansion of the heated
region to,100 mm diameter within,10 mm from the tar-
get surface, but no subsequent expansion in the next
,100 mm. Their thermal x-ray pinhole camera images also
revealed an annular distribution with azimuthal structure in
the heating pattern. In this paper we employ a new, more
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sensitive diagnostic that combines high spatial resolution and
large penetration depth for electron propagation studies in Al
as well as CH.

We employed a spherically bent Bragg crystal monochro-
matic 2D x-ray imaging technique[17] to record the origin
of Ka photons created in a 20mm thick buried Ti or Cu fluor
layer in a planar Al or CH target(Fig. 1). The photons are
emitted following K-shell ionization by fast electrons, and
are sufficiently energetic to escape through the surrounding
target material, permitting the observation of the transverse
distribution of the laser-generated electron beam with a reso-
lution at the target of about 12mm (measured from the im-
age of an edge) and at depths up to several hundred microns.

Experiments were conducted at both the LULI laboratory
in France(20 J, 0.4 ps laser, 4.5 keV TiKa fluor), and the
Vulcan laser facility in the UK(100 J, 1 ps laser, 8.0 keV Cu
Ka fluor). Both lasers hadf /3 focusing optics that delivered
,60% of the laser energy on target to produce a spot(see
Fig. 2) whose average on-target power(with Vulcan) was
75 TW, giving a peak intensity of 231019 W/cm2 in a
10 mm [full width at half maximum(FWHM)] focal spot
containing about 30% of the laser energy. The peak intensity
at LULI was about 30% of that at RAL, with a similar focal
spot structure. The Bragg mirror relayed theKa image from
the fluor layers to a cooled 16 bit charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera with 102431024, 25mm pixels at magnifi-

cation of 8. The Bragg mirror viewed the fluor from the back
at an angle of,30° from the laser axis. Typical images are
shown in Fig. 3.

The CCD images had a small fractionsø10%d of the
pixels with high counts due to single hits by energetic pho-
tons and electrons. These values were replaced with the low-
est of their nearest neighbors. The resulting images were
smoothed with a boxcar average on a scale 53 smaller than
the diameter(FWHM) of the observed spots. The signal-
count to dark-count ratio ranged from 0.2, for fluorescence
from a 20mm Cu layer behind 500mm of Al, to 100 from a
20 mm Cu foil. Integrated intensities were determined after
subtracting the background(Fig. 4). The recorded intensities
were corrected for absorption of the Al or CH back layer, and
normalized to the laser energy. The widths of the observed
peaks were determined from the pixel area with intensity
.1/2 the maximum(Fig. 5).

FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment. A CCD camera uses a Bragg
crystal mirror to image a Ti or Cu fluor layer embedded in Al or
CH, the latter faced with a thin layer of Al for consistent photon-
electron coupling.

FIG. 2. (Color) Typical laser focus; this one from a 1 ps shot at
RAL with ,25 J on target. The lineout shows the intensity horizon-
tally across the peak intensity.

FIG. 3. (Color) Examples ofKa images from targets with
20 mm Cu layers whose front layer was,130 mm and made of Al
(left) or CH covered with 11mm of Al (right). The back layer was
16 mm of Al in both cases. The images are 1250mm wide; their
colors are scaled to the size of the peak in each picture. The inten-
sity profiles are from a horizontal line through the center, and are
plotted with the same intensity scale. The camera view is,30° off
normal, resulting in anx-axis contraction of,14%.

FIG. 4. IntegratedKa fluorescence energy vs mass fraction of
Cu fluor in Al/Cu/Al targets. The front Al layer varied from zero to
500 mm, the Cu layer was 20–25mm. The back Al layer was
100 mm for the four3 points, and 40mm for the +, 10–20mm
otherwise. The open symbols show the predictions from Monte
Carlo modeling with an arbitrary relative normalization. The back
Al layer in the model is either 16mm (square) or 100mm
(triangle).
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For transport via Al to a fluor layer, the observedKa im-
ages were symmetric, well defined spots[Fig. 3(a)], indicat-
ing that the fast electron beam maintained its spatial integ-
rity. The intensity profiles had much of their integrated
intensity in the wings. If one decomposed the profile into two
Gaussians,,20% of theKa emission was in a central Gauss-
ian distribution with a relatively sharp peak, while the rest of
the emission was contained in a similar distribution 3 to 4
times as wide. For a thin target of 20mm Cu the fluorescent
image is much broader than the laser intensity profile(Fig.
6). This larger emission spot is consistent with previous
work: similarity of Ka emissions and laser spot size has only
been observed at low laser intensity,1016 W/cm2 (200 fs,
200 mJ pulse) [18]. For intensities of 1018 W/cm2 [15] and
above(1019 W/cm2, 400 J, 5 ps) [16], the emission diameter
increases,5 times to,50–100mm diameter. The FWHM
of the peak was taken as the measure of the emission spot
size; and it typically included 10% of the total fluorescence.
The data, whether from the LULI or the RAL facility,
showed an initial spot diameter 70–100mm for the thinnest
targets
(20 mm pure fluor), and a full spreading angle of,40° for
propagation beyond,100 mm (Fig. 5). Replacing the Al

transport layer with CH produced a fourfold attenuation of
the signal(as previously seen by Whartonet al. in Ref. [4]),
and apparent fragmentation of the beam[Fig. 3(b)]. The
FWHM of this spot(if one averages over the hot spots from
individual filaments) is ,5 times the size of the spot from
the Al target, but there is no indication of the hollow circular
pattern seen by Kochet al. at higher energies and longer
pulses[16]. The integratedKa fluorescence yield from each
shot is plotted in Fig. 4 against the fraction of Cu in the
target. The Cu layer was 20mm thick, and was most often
near the back of the target, with only an additional,20 mm
of Al behind it. The instances for which the Cu fluor was
near the front of the target are shown with “3”s (100 mm Al
back layer), and a “+” (40 mm Al back layer).

Data from LULI included images from 10mm A1/x mm
CH/20 mm Ti targets that revealed a 50mm diameter brems-
strahlung spotshv=4.5 keVd from the Al layer as well as the
Ti Ka fluorescence image. From the relative positions of the
centroid of the two images, and the 30° oblique view angle
of the diagnostic, the direction of the electron flux was de-
duced to vary randomly by up to 70° relative to the laser axis
(Fig. 7). A similar observation was reported in earlier experi-
ments using the LLNL PW(petawatt) laser [19]. Observa-
tions of the angular pattern of nuclear activation with vari-
able laser prepulse showed an onset of random directionality
with increasing prepulse[20]. The LULI laser prepulse pro-
duced a 30–50mm axial displacement of the 1020 electrons
cm−3 surface, a value apparently sufficient to trigger this be-
havior.

A full model description and hence comprehensive under-
standing of the electron generation and transport in these
experiments is beyond the capacity of current codes and
computers[21]. To elucidate the physical processes, we have
employed a more simplistic approach. The method is to
specify an electron source as an input to a Monte Carlo(MC)
model of transport in the solid target.(Indeed, it is the failure
of current PIC/Hybrid codes to correctly simulate the com-
plex laser generation of the initial electron distribution that is

FIG. 5. Ka spot diameter at half-max intensity as a function of
Al thickness. The black line is a linear fit to that data, showing a
spreading angle of,40°. The3’s indicate targets with thicker back
layers to limit refluxing. The distribution of TiKa spot diameters is
similar (circular spots in inset), but covers a shorter range; both sets
of data show a large initial diameter. The open squares show the
diameter calculated using the Monte Carlo model described in the
text.

FIG. 6. Comparison ofKa profile for 20mm thick Cu foil target
to the intensity profile of a typical laser spot(as shown in Fig. 2).

FIG. 7. (a) X-ray image from a 10mm Al/100 mm CH/20mm
Ti/10 mm Al target at LULI showing the bremsstrahlung emission
from the Al layer(small spot, lower left) and theKa emission from
the Ti layer; the camera view is,30° from the surface normal and
the camera vertical is rotated by,23°. (b) Propagation angle rela-
tive to surface normal calculated from the relative position of the
two spots for a series of films with CH thickness varying from 50 to
200 mm.
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thought to lie at the core of the general failure of current
codes to reproduce current experiments[22].) Two such
models with similar capabilities have been used(ITS [23]
and EGS[24]). These codes describe the binary interactions
of the hot electrons in cold solid material. The essential ap-
proximation in using only binary collisions is that the model
can only have relevance in the limit where self-generated
electric and magnetic fields are negligible, since no such
fields are treated by the MC model.

Electron scattering from the solid density Al, calculated
using ITS, turns out to be insignificant relative to the ob-
served divergence of the transport. The total divergence from
scattering is,20° after propagating 200mm, which is much
smaller than the,40° experimental divergence observed at
that depth.

The importance of self-generated electric fields was as-
sessed using analytic and numerical post processing of a MC
model (using ITS). Forty megaamps of hot electrons[25]
were injected into Al uniformly from a disk into a 40° cone.
The magnitude of the Ohmically induced, retardingE field
was estimated assuming equality between the hot electron
current and the cold return current(required by the
17 bg kA Alfven limit and to ensure local charge neutrality
[26]). The metal resistivity was taken to be,10−6 V m
(,100 times that of cold metal), which was the value for Al
in the range of temperaturess10–100 eVd produced in these
experiments[27,28]. The injected electrons were given a
Boltzmann energy spectrum with a 600 keV temperature
based on temperature data for similar experimental condi-
tions [4]. The forward current as a function of depth was
from electrons whose energy exceeded that of the Ohmic
potential at that point. For example, with a 70–100mm ini-
tial diameter, this model predicts a retarding potential satu-
rating at,100 keV, resulting in only 10–20% drop in the
forward current at 50mm penetration[29]. Electric fields
therefore appear to be relatively unimportant after the beam’s
abrupt spread to the observed.70 mm diameter.

The collimating effect of the azimuthal magnetic field was
calculated by computing, as in earlier work[26], the growth
rate of magnetic field,]B /]t< = 3EOhmic. Its significance to
electron transport is determined by comparing the magneti-
cally induced rate of change of the transverse velocity to that
due to binary scattering. The analytic model suggests that
scattering and magnetic deflection are equal for a beam di-
ameter of 150mm (at depth,100 mm). Since scattering is
relatively unimportant it follows that magnetic deflection is
also an insignificant transport factor in the transport cone
angle at depths.100 mm. Where the transport is in a nar-
rower channel, down to about 70mm diameter, closer to the
target surface, magnetic deflection will more significantly
modify the trajectories of the electrons. The essential conclu-
sion is that at depths.100 mm electrons propagate mainly
ballistically in a cone with a range of angles determined by
processes, including magnetic deflection, occurring consider-
ably closer to the entry surface.

The EGS model was then used to model the electron
propagation and fluorescence using a more sophisticated, but
still empirical, electron source. It was calculated in two di-
mensions using the equivalent plane measurements of the
vacuum focal spot intensity pattern, from its peak at 4

31019 W/cm2 out to its low intensity wings as far as
1017 W/cm2 as shown in Figs. 2 and 6. The local intensity
was assumed to define a local electron source. The conver-
sion of laser energy to electrons was approximated as vary-
ing linearly from 20% to 55% in the range 1017 to 4
31019 W/cm2 of the modeled intensities based on PIC re-
sults [30]. The distribution of energies was assumed to be
Boltzmann with temperaturekT equated to the local pon-
deromotive potential[31], giving values ranging from
1500 keV at the peak intensity down to 18 keV at
1017 W/cm2. At each position, electrons were injected into
the target with a randomly chosen angle up to a maximum
off-axis anglef given by the classical ejection angle of an
isolated electron from a laser beam in an underdense plasma
[32]:

f = tan−1h2/sg − 1dj0.5, s1d

where g is the relativistic mass increase factor. The mean
maximum angle for injection varied from 25° at the peak
intensity to 79° at 1017 W/cm2, with the tilt direction always
away from the beam center. These simulations were run with
electron refluxing. Electrons reaching the back of the target
were specularly reflected with 100% efficiency.(This is an
overestimate; in reflecting from the back surface these elec-
trons would in reality transfer some energy and momentum
to ions accelerating off that surface.) Various thicknesses of
Al were in front of the 20mm Cu fluor, which was backed
by either 16 or 100mm of Al, as in the real experiment. The
simulation was run long enough to extract 2/3 of the energy
from the refluxing electrons.Ka emission arose as one of the
binary processes in the MC model. Photon generation(after
accounting for absorption in getting to the rear surface of the
target) was mapped in a 2000mm field of view matched to
the image area used in the data analysis. It was seen that
photons emitted after 2/3 of the energy was dissipated were
distributed uniformly over our field of view and contributed
only a very weak uniform background to the image.

The model and its physical basis are discussed in more
detail elsewhere[33]. Arguments can be made for its physi-
cal justification in specific domains, but many physical pro-
cesses generatingE and B fields and not negligible in our
experiments are not included. For the present discussion, it is
simply a physically plausible prescription that gives a rea-
sonable fit to our data(see Fig. 5). The model predicts that a
substantial component of the total energy will be in the form
of lower energy electrons in a nearly hemispherical velocity
pattern originating in the wings of the focal spot, with higher
energy electrons confined to narrower cones and originating
nearer to the center of the laser focal spot. This is broadly
consistent with experiments showing that bremsstrahlung at
very high photon energies.10 MeV is significantly more
collimated than lower energy bremsstrahlung.0.5 MeV
[19,20,33–35]. Measurements of MeV electrons emerging
from the rear surface into vacuum also have shown higher
energy electrons to be better collimated[36].

In the model presented above the lower energy electrons,
injected into almost a hemisphere, have a range,50 mm
(corresponding to,100 keV electron energy). In the MC
model these electrons create the broad region of fluorescence
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near the entry surface in depth and width. Although this is
consistent with the data in Fig. 4, postprocessing, as dis-
cussed earlier, shows that for a 70 to 100mm source and
50 mm penetration Ohmic effects cannot be neglected for
electrons,100 keV. Thus in this range the MC model em-
ployed above cannot be the full description of the transport.
Higher energy electrons contributing to the deep penetrating
40° conical beam would be less affected by the Ohmic po-
tential, as discussed previously. However, the current source
arising from the laser focal spot is centrally peaked so as to
causeE and B fields that would limit current density and
modify propagation direction of the higher energy electrons
originating predominantly from the center.

We note that there are many other initial condition as-
sumptions one can use in this type of MC modeling, but we
have not found any other simple ones to be useful. For ex-
ample, injection of all electrons from a source matching the
laser focal spot but within the observed 40° cone predicts a
very intense fluorescence spot at small distances from the
entry surface, a prediction that was not observed experimen-
tally.

Examination of our data and comparison to the MC model
provides evidence that one or more processes cause lower
energy electrons to travel at very large angles very near the
front surface of the target. Several factors may contribute to
this: Collisionless transfer of energy near the critical density
to a thermal distribution of background electrons through the
Weibel-like instability is one possibility[7]. The instability
grows fastest where the hot electron density is the largest
fraction of the background density, which occurs near to the
critical density.(Mitigating against this is the quenching of
the Weibel-like instability for high angular spread[28,37].)
Prepulse energy in the experiments discussed here produces
a preplasma extending,20–50mm from the surface(at
density,1023 cm−3), and several times this distance radially
[38]. Lateral thermal diffusion in this plasma could be an-
other spreading mechanism. The spreading could also be di-
rected by induced fields. A thermoelectric magnetic field is
generated in this withdB /dt proportional to=sNd3 = sTd,
where the temperature gradient is radial and the density gra-
dient axial. It can act together with the axialE field due to
plasma blow-off towards the laser to magnetize electrons in
the surface plasma and induce a radial drift velocity[39]
proportional toE3B /B2, as originally seen with CO2 lasers
[10]. To spread electrons.30 mm radially in the 1 ps time
scale of the experiments requires a velocity of.3
3109 cm/s. This would be obtained for example with a to-
roidal B field of 1 MGauss and an axialE field of
3 keV/mm. TheE-field magnitude is consistent with a sur-
face plasma with a 10mm axial scale length and a tempera-
ture of 30 keV, which are plausible values, as is 1 MGauss in
the thermoelectricB field. TheB field would also magnetize
the electrons to a 4mm Larmor radius, forming gyro orbits
within the thickness of the surface plasma. Radial drift is
therefore a process of some relevance. Ohmic potential due
to the resistivity of the solid target may also trap the lower
energy component of the injected electrons near to the entry
surface leading to refluxing and randomization of their direc-
tions. Without a more comprehensive model we cannot de-
termine which of these processes create the diffuse low en-

ergy electrons, but our experiments suggest strongly that one
or more of them are present.

The question of how the angular spread of the more pen-
etrating electrons arises and where their spatial origin is lo-
cated is also complex. It is physically reasonable that they
originate in the higher intensity part of the focal spot, though
its intensity pattern is most likely modified from the vacuum
focal spot(Fig. 2) due to relativistic self-focusing in the pre-
formed plasma, and relativistic and ponderomotive distortion
of the critical surface. Finally, as argued earlier, there are
collective field effects which could somewhat modify the
angular pattern after the beam is launched and before it
emerges into its relatively field free conical propagation.

Electrons in Al have ranges from 5mm to 4 mm for en-
ergies from 20 keV to 2 MeV, with a value of 1.1 mm at
600 keV. However, only a few of the fastest electrons will
escape; their escape quickly charges the target sufficiently to
trap the rest. Most are reflected by surface sheath fields and
reflux back and forth[40,41]. We used the EGS model, using
the sophisticated source described above with spatially vary-
ing electron temperatures and dispersion angles, to look at
that issue. A significant result in the calculated fluorescence
images from these models was the fact that the first pass
dominated the fluorescence intensity pattern in the center,
and consequently determined the FWHM. The role of reflux-
ing was largely limited to adding energy in the wings. This is
consistent with our data, which showed the same FWHM for
targets with a thick back layer suppressing refluxing(shown
with 3 symbols in Fig. 4) or compared to a similarly buried
fluor with a thin back layer. We infer that the transport width
data in Fig. 5 can therefore be interpreted as a good measure
of the width of the electron beam on the first pass.

Comparing this reflux modeling with the integrated yield
data in Fig. 4, using arbitrary relative normalization, there is
broad consistency with the reflux model in the diminution of
yield for reduced mass fraction of copper. There is a statis-
tically significant smaller yield for targets of the same overall
thickness when the fluor is in the center or near the front(3
symbols) rather than close to the back, while the MC model
shows no significant difference(Fig. 4). The emission from
these targets was additionally attenuated by the thick back Al
layer. That might have caused the intensity in the wings of
the image, which is weak but which carries a significant
fraction of the total yield, to become indistinguishable in the
instrumental background leading to an underestimate of the
integrated yield(error ,20% according to EGS model).

A fully self-consistent modeling treatment of this trans-
port problem requires integrated modeling of the preformed
plasma, the actual laser intensity pattern, the laser plasma
interaction, and the electron transport in the target. Further
development of hybrid PIC transport codes such as the Paris
[9] code or theLSP code[42] is ongoing and should enable
significant progress since this aspect of the modeling is most
central to the problem and least developed. Progress is also
being made with more powerful 3D PIC simulations of the
laser-plasma interaction[7,43]. The PIC modeling of the
laser-plasma interaction also requires specification of the ini-
tial surface plasma due to any prepulse energy from leakage
pulses and amplified spontaneous emission, which can be
calculated with a hydro-code. It is a longer term goal of our
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work, and for the study of fast ignition more generally, to
develop the necessary integrated modeling coupling hydro-
code, PIC code, and hybrid PIC/fluid codes to obtain a full
predictive capability for electron generation and transport.

This study, through systematic experiment and compari-
son to Monte Carlo modeling and simple physical models,
has shown that laser generated electrons penetrating through
more than 100mm of Al emerge from a.150 mm wide
region and travel in a 40° full-width cone with relatively
unimportant effects of scattering, Ohmic potential loss, or
magnetic collimation. Closer to the electron source the phys-
ics is somewhat more complex with non-negligibleE andB
fields. These details are only empirically accounted for with
a simple model limited to ponderomotive kinematics. How
the penetrating electrons are generated with a,40° cone
angle remains unresolved.

In the context of fast ignition, we require efficient electron
transport into an approximately 50mm diameter ignition
hotspot located.100 mm from the electron source. Trans-
port with the spreading characteristics seen here could ad-
versely impact the coupling efficiency. The,1003 lower
resistivity of the compressed DT in a fast ignition target rela-
tive to the present experiment indicates that OhmicE fields
and associateddB /dt effects would be much less important,
but only if the electrons were generated in the DT rather than
inside a metal cone, as with current FI target designs[5].
Higher total electron current would also accentuate the pro-

cess of magnetic collimation. Weibel-like growth rates would
be much reduced by the low resistivity and(in the core) by
the high density. The value of the present type of study in the
context of fast ignition lies therefore in its pointing up of
some of the physics uncertainties and, most importantly, in
its potential for benchmarking better modeling in the future.

Future experiments will also transition to study of com-
pressed, warm CH, and hydrogen isotope plasmas where the
resistivity can be substantially less than in the current studies
with AI targets and thus more prototypical of a FI target.
Both better modeling benchmarked against good experimen-
tal data and study of transport at lower resistivity are neces-
sary to understand better the prospects for FI.
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